Introduction
============

Following traumatic spinal cord injury (SCI) axonal architecture is disturbed and information flow between the brain and spinal cord is compromised, often resulting in severe clinical impairment.[@b1] The spinal cord[@b2; @b3; @b4] and cranial grey matter (GM)[@b4; @b5; @b6] become atrophic. However, changes in the white matter (WM) containing the corticospinal tract (CST), whose integrity is critical for manual dexterity,[@b7] are less well understood. In particular, three key questions remain unanswered: (1) Can CST integrity and demyelination be measured comprehensively? (2) How do microstructural changes in CST relate to macroscopic changes (ie, cord area)? (3) Is a reduction in CST integrity associated with changes in cortical motor function?

Microstructural changes can be quantified using diffusion-tensor imaging (DTI); a technique that provides in vivo information about tissue microstructure.[@b8] Specifically, fractional anisotropy (FA) has been reported to be a marker of both axonal count[@b9] and myelin content.[@b10] Axial diffusivity (AD) and radial diffusivity (RD), which report the ease of water diffusion along or across the axons, are thought to reflect the integrity of axons and myelin, respectively.[@b11] Importantly, AD measured immediately after onset of spinal cord injury has been shown to correlate with spared axons and to predict locomotor recovery in a mouse model of SCI.[@b12] Thus, AD and RD have the potential to report the axonal integrity more comprehensively than FA and the directionally averaged diffusion coefficient.

In the brain of paraplegic subjects, abnormalities within areas containing the CST have been demonstrated using standard DTI metrics.[@b6] [@b13] Furthermore, evidence for cortical reorganisation following SCI has been provided by functional MRI (fMRI).[@b14] However, the relationships between microstructural white matter changes measured comprehensively using DTI, spinal changes and brain activations have not been investigated.

In a previous study,[@b4] we have shown that the degree of cortical reorganisation in SCI subjects---measured by fMRI---is predicted by spinal atrophy; that is lower cross-sectional spinal cord area (SCA) and is related to clinical impairment. In the present study, we used DTI data from the same cohort to investigate microstructural changes in the CST using voxel-based morphometry of cranial DTI data (FA, AD, RD and mean diffusivity (MD)). Using regression analyses, we examined the relationship between microstructural changes, and the previously observed SCA reduction and functional reorganisation in the motor cortex.[@b4] We show marked differences in FA, AD and RD between SCI subjects and controls and demonstrate clear relationships between these microstructural metrics and measures of macrostructure and functional reorganisation in the motor cortex and both spinal and cortical levels.

Methods
=======

Subjects
--------

We studied the same ten right handed subjects with SCI (one subject was excluded because of incomplete MRI data) reported previously.[@b4] [@b15] Their mean age was 47.5 years, (SD 11.3 years, range=29--61 years, n=9) and they met the following inclusion criteria: (1) Upper and lower limb impairment; (2) No head or brain lesion associated with the trauma leading to the injury; (3) No history of seizure, medical or mental illness; (4) no MRI contraindications. We also studied fourteen right-handed healthy subjects (mean age=40.14 years, SD=16.18, range=25--71). The mean ages of the control and SCI groups were not significantly different (t-test: p=0.24). All participants gave informed, written consent before the study, which was approved by the Joint Ethics Committee of the UCL-Institute of Neurology and the National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery (ref: 08/0243).

All participants were scanned using MRI, and clinically assessed on the 9-Hole Peg Test (9HPT), maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) and Arm Action Research Test (ARAT). The average of two trials for each hand of the 9HPT and of the MVC of the dominant hand was calculated. Three SCI subjects were unable to complete the 9HPT within the maximum time allowed (300 s) with their non-dominant hand. Differences in motor performance between SCI subjects and controls were assessed with a two-sample t-test (implemented in 17.0 (SPSS Inc.)). A (corrected) p value \<0.05 was considered significant.

Image acquisition and analysis
------------------------------

Subjects were scanned on a 1.5T whole--body scanner (Sonata, Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) operated with a radio frequency body transmit and an 8-channel receive-only head coil. Structural imaging, fMRI and DTI were all performed on the same day. Image processing and voxel-wise statistical analyses were performed using SPM8 (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/>), unless otherwise stated.

### Structural image acquisition

The structural image acquisition was previously described,[@b4] [@b16] but is briefly detailed here for completeness. A 3D whole-brain structural image volume, including brain stem and high cervical cord was acquired using an optimised T1-weighted (T1w) modified driven equilibrium Fourier transform (MDEFT) sequence.[@b16] [@b17] The imaging parameters were: isotropic 1 mm^3^ resolution, field of view (FoV) =256×256 mm^2^, acquisition matrix=256×256, 176 sagittal partitions, repetition time (TR) =12.24 ms, echo time (TE) =3.56 ms, inversion time (TI)=530 ms, flip angle=23°, fat saturation, bandwidth=106 Hz/Pixel and an acquisition time of 13 min and 43 s. All images were visually checked for artefacts before further processing.

### Measurement of cross-sectional spinal cord area

Cross-sectional spinal cord area measurement has been described previously.[@b4] [@b16] This involved identifying the C2 disc---as the caudal reference---on the individual T1w volumes. A region of interest (ROI) was drawn around the cord cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) space and cord on five axial-oblique slices (3 mm slice thickness), reformatted perpendicular to the main cord axis. The SCA was measured automatically, using a semi-automated segmentation method.[@b18] A two-sample t-test was used to test for a difference in SCA between SCI subjects and controls (SPSS V.17.0). p values \<0.05 were considered significant.

### Functional imaging of the brain

The fMRI acquisition, paradigm and processing were previously described in detail.[@b4] Functional MRI was performed using a custom-made echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence.[@b19] The imaging parameters were: in-plane resolution=3×3 mm^2^, FoV=192×192 mm^2^, acquisition matrix=64×64, 48 axial slices acquired sequentially in descending order, slice thickness=2 mm, interslice gap=1 mm, TE=50 ms, TR=4.3 s, flip angle=90°, readout bandwidth BW=2298 Hz/Pixel.

### Functional MRI paradigm

The fMRI paradigm consisted of six repetitions of active pseudo-randomised 20 s blocks of right sided (1) repetitive isometric handgrip, (2) electrical median nerve stimulation at the medial wrist and (3) electrical tibial nerve stimulation at the medial malleolus alternating with 20 s rest blocks.[@b4] Participants lay supine and viewed visual stimuli projected via a mirror system onto a frosted screen. Participants were cued to exert 30% of their maximum voluntary contraction level. Visual feedback about the amount of force and the duration of handgrip was provided on the screen in the form of a thermometer (1.7 s). In total, 48 handgrips were performed, using an MRI compatible grip manipulandum.[@b20] Prior to scanning, participants practiced the motor task until comfortable. Immediately prior to scanning, the target force of 30% of maximum voluntary contraction was derived for each individual from two trials (measured while supine in the scanner). Since the aim of the current study was to investigate the impact of degenerative axonal changes on task-related activation within the motor cortex, we only used the handgrip task related responses for the subsequent analyses. Results for the other conditions are presented in our previous article.[@b4]

### Functional MRI processing and analysis

Functional images were reconstructed off-line, realigned and unwarped[@b21] to account for movement- and susceptibility-induced image distortions, slice-time corrected, normalised to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) anatomical standard space, and smoothed spatially using an isotropic Gaussian kernel with 8  mm full width at half-maximum (FWHM). Motion was \<2.5 mm in all subjects.

A general linear model (GLM) was constructed that consisted of box-car stimulus functions encoding the three (blocked) conditions convolved with a haemodynamic response function.[@b22] Temporal derivatives were also included to accommodate latency and slice timing effects. The GLM was used to calculate a contrast of parameter estimates at each voxel of the fMRI time series from each subject reflecting task-related activation. These were used as summary statistics for subsequent between-subject (random effects) analysis of hand-grip activations, to produce SPMs of the t-statistic.

### DTI acquisition

DTI was performed using a single shot echo planar imaging sequence employing the twice refocused spin-echo method for diffusion encoding.[@b23] Two data sets were collected with alternating phase encoding blip directions to allow for the correction of susceptibility induced geometric distortions.[@b24] Each data set consisted of 61 images with a b-value=1000 s/mm^−2^ and 7 images with a b-value=100 s/mm^−2^. The diffusion encoding gradient directions were distributed evenly on the surface of the unit sphere.[@b25] The imaging parameters were: 2.3 mm^3^ isotropic resolution, FoV=220×220 mm^2^, matrix=96×96, 60 axial slices, no inter-slice gaps, interleaved slice acquisition order, slice-to-slice repetition time=160 ms, TE=90 ms, flip angle=90°, readout bandwidth=2003 Hz/Pixel and a total acquisition time of approximately 19 min. The two data sets were corrected for movement artefacts and combined into a single dataset to minimise susceptibility induced geometric distortions.[@b24] This data set was used to fit a diffusion tensor at each voxel using the RESTORE method[@b26] as implemented in Camino (<http://www.camino.org>).[@b27] Maps of FA, AD, RD and MD (henceforth DTI maps), were estimated for each subject.

### Pre-processing for voxel-based morphometry of DTI data

T1w images were bias corrected and segmented into GM, WM and CSF tissue probability maps. After co-registering each FA map to the corresponding WM map, the parameters were used to transform all DTI maps to the space of the corresponding T1w images. A WM mask was created and multiplied by each registered DTI map yielding WM specific maps of DTI metrics. The GM and WM tissue probability maps were used to non-linearly transform each subject\'s masked DTI maps into standard MNI space.[@b28] A tissue specific weighted Gaussian smoothing (FWHM 10 mm) was applied to the masked DTI maps, preserving the value of the DTI metrics.[@b29]

### Regions of interest

Our primary aim was to characterise degenerative changes of the CST that may be caused by trauma to the spinal cord. To this end, we defined an ROI representing the CST from the Johns Hopkins University (JHU) white-matter tractography atlas ([figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).[@b30] We then defined the following bilateral regions containing the CST from the International Consortium for Brain Mapping (ICBM)-DTI-81 WM labels atlas[@b31]: pyramids, cerebral peduncle and posterior limb of the internal capsule ([figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). To define ROIs in the motor cortex, we centred 10 mm^3^ spheres on coordinates of peak activation from an fMRI study of limb function.[@b32] Coordinates were, for the left M1 hand (x=−38, y=−26, z=52) and leg area (x=−16, y=−40, z=64) and right M1 hand (x=38, y=−24, z=50) and leg area (x=12, y=−38, z=64).

![The corticospinal tract region was derived from the JHU white-matter tractography atlas and is shown as a red overlay on orthogonal slices through the brain. The bottom right figure indicates the coronal locations of the bilateral regions containing the pyramids (violet), cerebral peduncle (cyan) and the internal capsule (yellow) from the ICBM-DTI-81 white-matter labels atlas. The blue and green circles indicate the approximate locations of the functional M1 leg and hand areas respectively.](jnnp-2011-301875fig1){#fig1}

### Statistical analysis of DTI data

A GLM was constructed that consisted of the group (SCI) effect, with age and total intracranial volume (TIV) as nuisance covariates. The TIV was calculated from the sum of the GM, WM and CSF probability maps and was included to account for any confounding (non-specific) effects of overall brain size.

The GLM was fitted to every voxel in the brain for each DTI metric (FA, MD, AD and RD) and t-statistics were calculated for the parameters estimated from the GLM, indicating evidence for differences between SCI and control subjects in the presence of nuisance variables. The t-tests were one-tailed and the associated p values were corrected for multiple comparisons of all voxels within the whole brain and then within each ROI (described above), (Family Wise Error (FWE) p\<0.05), using Gaussian random field theory.[@b22] Performing the FWE correction over the whole brain provided a descriptive overview of effects. Performing the FWE correction over each a priori defined ROI provided a more sensitive---hypothesis driven---search for significant effects. Only significant results (p\<0.05, corrected) are reported.

To explore how changes in DTI metrics are related to SCA and disease duration in the SCI subjects, we first identified CST regions where a significant difference in DTI metric was observed between SCI and control subjects (ie, clusters of contiguous voxels at p\<0.05 (FWE corrected)). From these regions, the mean DTI metric (ie, FA, MD, AD or RD) was extracted. Multiple linear regression analyses (using SPSS) correcting for age, was used to identify independent associations between each of the DTI metrics and SCA and time post injury.

Finally, we tested whether altered DTI metrics predicted cortical reorganisation by investigating how well the DTI metrics explained the activations due to handgrip compared with rest. A GLM was constructed that comprised the group effect, a mean-corrected parametric regressor of interest (ie, the DTI metric) and age as a nuisance covariate. Parametric regressors were constructed by extracting from all subjects the mean DTI metric (ie, FA, MD, AD or RD) from the CST regions, where a significant difference in DTI metric was observed between SCI and control subjects. A between-subject GLM was used to calculate a *t*-statistic for each voxel using the subject specific motor task activations (contrasts) as dependent variables. This model allowed us to test for the main effect of group,[@b4] the main effect of each DTI metric and their interaction. The interaction assessed whether changes in DTI metrics were more sensitive to changes in task-related blood oxygenation level-dependent activation following trauma relative to normal variability.

Results
=======

Clinical data and reduced cross-sectional spinal cord area
----------------------------------------------------------

Nine male SCI subjects had cervical lesions between C5 and C8 and experienced significant bilateral motor impairment (reduced ASIA (American Spinal Injury Association) motor scores of upper and lower limb and impairment on the ARAT (mean of 38.7 points (max=57)), dominant hand (t-score=3.3, degrees of freedom (df)=21, p=0.009, corrected) and non-dominant hand 9HPT (t-score=3.6, df=21, p=0.006, corrected) and grip strength (t-score=4.3, df=21, p\<0.001, corrected) compared with controls ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}).The SCA in SCI subjects was reduced by 33% (53.1 mm^2^ (SD 7.68) vs 79.89 mm^2^ (SD 7.3), t-score=8.3, df=21, p\<0.001) compared with control subjects ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) and was correlated with measures of manual dexterity as previously reported.[@b4]

###### 

Clinical and behavioural data for the subjects with SCI and controls

                    Age    Time since injury (years)   ASIA-upper limb motor score   ASIA-lower limb motor score   ARAT    dh 9HPT (sec.)   ndh 9HPT (sec.)   MVC (mV)
  ----------------- ------ --------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- ------- ---------------- ----------------- ----------
  SCI (n=9)                                                                                                                                                   
   Mean             47.1   14.6                        26.93                         19.5                          38.72   98.77            141.72            0.16
   SD               10.7   6.91                        10.87                         16                            13.93   84.45            121.44            0.15
  Controls (n=14)                                                                                                                                             
   Mean             40.1                                                                                                   16.8             18.1              0.53
   SD               16.2                                                                                                   1.8              2.0               0.23

ARAT, Arm research arm test; ASIA, American Spinal Injury Association; dh, dominant hand; ndh, non-dominant hand; MVC, maximum voluntary contraction; SCI, spinal cord injury; 9HPT, Nine Hole Peg Test.

Difference in DTI metrics between SCI subjects and controls
-----------------------------------------------------------

The whole brain analysis revealed a significant reduction in FA in the right posterior limb of the internal capsule (p=0.004, corrected) and left hand area of primary motor cortex (p=0.003; corrected) in SCI compared with control subjects. No significant differences between SCI and control subjects were observed in MD, AD and RD when correcting for multiple comparisons over the whole brain. For the hypothesis driven ROI analyses, decreased FA in the right posterior limb of the internal capsule (p=0.004, corrected) and left hand area (p*=*0.039; corrected) were also observed. Furthermore, we found an additional significant reduction in FA in the bilateral pyramids (p≤0.008; corrected) and right leg area of M1 (p=0.004; corrected) ([figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) in SCI compared with control subjects. We also found reduced AD in the right cerebral peduncle (p=0.045; corrected) and increased RD in the right pyramid (p=0.048; corrected) and right cerebral peduncle (p=0.023, corrected) ([figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Statistical parametric maps (thresholded at p\<0.01, uncorrected for display purposes) showing regions of reduced fractional anisotropy (FA) values for spinal cord injury (SCI) subjects compared with controls in the pyramids, the right posterior internal capsule, and left hand area of primary motor cortex. The regions showing reduced FA values are projected onto coronal (middle) and transverse slices (left and right) of the T1w SPM template. The colour bar represents the t-value. Inset A, B, C show the mean FA values of the peak voxel within the cluster of both groups.](jnnp-2011-301875fig2){#fig2}

![Statistical parametric maps (thresholded at p\<0.01, uncorrected for display purposes) showing regions of reduced axial diffusivity (AD) (red) and increased radial diffusivity (RD) (yellow) in (A,B) the right pyramid and increased RD in (C) the right cerebral peduncle for spinal cord injury (SCI) subjects compared to controls. The regions showing reduced AD and increased RD are projected onto transverse (left), coronal (middle) and sagittal (right) slices of the T1w SPM8 template. Inset A shows the mean AD values and inset B,C shows the RD values of the peak voxel within the cluster of both groups.](jnnp-2011-301875fig3){#fig3}

Association between DTI metrics, cross-sectional spinal cord area and time post injury
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A significant independent relationship was observed between increased RD in right cerebral peduncle and decreased SCA (r^2^=0.52, p=0.029) in SCI subjects ([figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). No other DTI metric correlated significantly with SCA ([table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). No significant correlation was found with respect to time post injury.

![Graph showing the significant correlation between lower cord area and radial diffusivity in cerebral peduncle in spinal cord injury subjects. Note that higher radial diffusivity values correspond to a greater degree of trauma related changes.](jnnp-2011-301875fig4){#fig4}

###### 

Correlation between lower cord area and altered diffusion-tensor imaging metrics in spinal cord injury subjects

                     FA right pyramids   FA left pyramids   FA right int. capsule   FA left M1 hand   AD right cer. peduncle   RD right pyramid   RD right cer. peduncle
  ------------------ ------------------- ------------------ ----------------------- ----------------- ------------------------ ------------------ ------------------------
  Cord area          R=0.484             R=0.462            R=0.118                 R=0.375           R=0.197                  R=0.355            R=0.718
  p=0.290            p=0.271             p=0.906            p=0.369                 p=0.640           p=0.406                  p=0.029            
  Disease duration   R=0.458             R=0.604            R=0.084                 R=0.049           R=0.391                  R=0.186            R=0.263
  p=0.215            p=0.085             p=0.829            p=0.901                 p=0.298           p=0.632                  p=0.494            

AD, Axial diffusivity; cer, cerebral; FA, Fractional anisotropy; int, internal; RD, Radial diffusivity; R, Pearson\'s correlation.

Association between DTI metrics and cortical reorganisation
-----------------------------------------------------------

We first confirmed an increase in BOLD activation in the M1 leg area (p=0.038; corrected) in SCI subjects compared with controls ([figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) as reported previously.[@b4] The interaction between the main effect of group and FA was also significant (p=0.043; corrected) in the left M1 leg area ([figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) suggesting that the dependency between these functional and anatomical measures is stronger post-trauma than predicted by any normal (eg, neurodevelopmental) association. Note the overlap between the regions showing a significant effect of group ([figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) and a significant interaction between group and FA ([figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) despite the fact that these two effects on task-related activation are orthogonal.

![(A) Statistical parametric maps (thresholded at p\<0.01, uncorrected for display purposes) showing regions of increased task-related brain activation during right-sided handgrip in contralateral left M1; (B) Statistical parametric maps (thresholded at p\<0.01, uncorrected for display purposes) showing the left M1 leg region in which changes in task-related blood oxygenation level-dependent activation during handgrip are more sensitive to changes in fractional anisotropy (FA) of the left pyramid following trauma compared with normal variability. The colour bar represents the t-value. The scatter plots depict the regression of parameter estimates testing for activations against the FA values in the left pyramids.](jnnp-2011-301875fig5){#fig5}

Discussion
==========

This study has shown the potential of AD and RD (in addition to FA) to detect axonal disintegration and demyelination in vivo following SCI in man. Crucially, two key findings demonstrated the constructs validity of these measures: (1) a link between peripheral macrostructural (ie, SCA) and central microstructural (ie, DTI indices) measures and (2) a link between central cortical reorganisation (ie, fMRI) and microstructural changes (ie, DTI indices) following traumatic cervical injury. Reduced FA, reduced AD and increased RD were observed in regions within the CST, following SCI. Importantly, these results illustrate how DTI metrics measured within the brain could be used as non-invasive biomarkers in clinical trials that target the repair of the injured spinal cord.[@b33]

FA, AD and RD changes in SCI subjects compared to controls
----------------------------------------------------------

In agreement with a previous study investigating cranial DTI indices,[@b6] FA was reduced within the pyramids, posterior limb of the internal capsule and leg area of the motor cortex. We extended these findings showing reduced FA in the proximity of the left M1 hand-knob area. Animal studies have demonstrated the potential of directional diffusivities (eg, AD and RD) to provide information about the pathological processes, over and above that derived from FA and MD.[@b11] [@b34] Moreover, the sensitivity of these measures to pathological changes in the spinal cord at sites of focal lesions (and in distal locations) has been demonstrated.[@b35] The reduced AD in the right cerebral peduncle and increased RD in the right pyramid and cerebral peduncle extended beyond the regions exhibiting reduced FA. The brains of SCI subjects are not affected by focal lesions, therefore changes of directional diffusivities such as AD and RD are unlikely to result from biases in the eigenvectors due to localised pathology changes.[@b36] The most likely interpretation for lower AD and increased RD in the CST is axonal degeneration[@b37] and demyelination.[@b38] Decreased AD has been reported to reflect specifically axonal damage in WM of the spinal cord and brain.[@b39] RD, which reflects the degree of demyelination[@b40] [@b41] was also different between SCI subjects and controls. MD, which reflects the overall extent of structural changes in a voxel and which may be less sensitive, did not differ between SCI subjects and controls. This suggests that the groups did not differ in the overall magnitude of displacement of water molecules in the CST.

We did not find any significant change in DTI indices in any other brain regions. This suggests that trauma-induced changes are specific to the sensorimotor system as shown previously.[@b6] However, due to the small sample size, weak effects may not have been detected in regions other than the CST.[@b6]

Most of the significant alterations in DTI indices were found in the right CST innervating the left hand and leg. This asymmetry in DTI findings may be explained by the increased use of the less affected right arm and hand post injury ([table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), which is innervated largely by the left CST.[@b7] Thus compensatory (over-) use of a less affected body part[@b42] [@b43] might have led to increased neurotrophic support---reflected in a higher degree of axonal integrity in the left CST.

Reduced cross-sectional spinal cord area predicts increased RD in the brain
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Moving beyond the group differences, our aim was to determine the relationship between micro, and macrostructural effects of a traumatic SCI. We have previously reported a reduction in SCA of more than 30% in the same patient cohort.[@b4] Here we demonstrate a linear relationship between the observed macroscopic cervical tissue losses (ie, reduced SCA) and increased RD within the right cerebral peduncle following traumatic SCI. Changes in RD are thought to reflect the integrity of myelin[@b11] and to be predictors of clinical recovery.[@b41] As a consequence of trauma the spinal cord several segments rostral to the site of initial trauma turns atrophic due to retrograde and anterograde degenerative processes.[@b2] [@b4] Therefore, the observed correlation between SCA and increased RD within the CST suggests that trauma-induced spinal degenerative processes progress towards the cerebrum.

In agreement with a previous report,[@b3] we did not find a significant correlation between disease duration and altered DTI metrics in chronic SCI. Given that the mean time since injury ranged between 7 and 13 years, the greatest changes might have occurred in the acute and sub acute phase of injury. Thus, the changes we observe might be long standing. Future longitudinal studies will clarify the temporal and spatial patterns of long distance degenerative changes following SCI.

Reduced FA predicts cortical reorganisation
-------------------------------------------

In order for trauma-induced plasticity to take place, microstructural rearrangements of grey and white matter are required. More recently, another potential mechanism---contributing to cortical reorganisation following SCI---has been proposed. This mechanism involves rewiring of injured CST neurons at a cervical level[@b44] and transient down-regulation of the Nogoreceptor-1 signalling cascade[@b45]---the key receptor component of the Nogo nerve growth inhibitory signalling system[@b46]---in response to increased altered cortical neuronal activity.[@b45] Besides rewiring and down-regulation of inhibitory signalling cascades, changes in WM microstructure within the pyramids may play an active role in trauma-related plasticity. In the primary sensory cortex, cortical reorganisation of brushing-evoked brain activation of the little finger shifts towards the leg area that is associated with anatomical changes within the same area in thoracic injured patients.[@b13]

Previously using functional MRI and voxel-based morphometry, we demonstrated, in the same SCI patient group, relative increases in task-related activation during right handgrip and structural associations between measures of manual dexterity and GM volume in the 'paralysed' leg region of left M1.[@b4] Here, we extend these findings by showing an interaction between task-related activation during right handgrip in the 'paralysed' leg region of left M1 and reduced FA in the left pyramid containing the CST. In other words, there is dissociation between SCI subjects and controls; where lower pyramidal FA is associated with increased hand grip-related activations in the M1 leg area. Given that the cortex in SCI patients is rendered hyperactive after a SCI[@b4]; one possible mechanism underlying this relationship could be subcortical rewiring.[@b44] As we are not able to distinguish between leg and hand CST fibres, as they run in close proximity,[@b7] we can only speculate that this interaction was driven by rewired CST leg fibres in SCI patients. Crucially, we were able to show that these pathological changes in the CST are above and beyond what one would expect from normal variability in central and spinal anatomy.

However, there are potential confounds that might have induced increased hand grip-related activation in the leg area, which may be unrelated to subcortical structural plasticity. For example, increased task related activation may stem from automatic time-locked inter-limb coupling[@b47] or non-specific overflow of the leg area during hand movement, which is normally prevented in normal individuals.[@b15] During scanning, we instructed participants to exert 30% of their maximum voluntary contraction for the handgrip task, we did not observe any co-contractions and we controlled for performance. We are therefore confident that the possible confounds played a minor role in increased activation in the leg area of M1. Thus, we infer that trauma-induced reduction in CST integrity is associated with altered task-related cortical activation during handgrip in the leg representing area of M1.

Methodological considerations
-----------------------------

Age-related decline in brain WM anisotropy presents a possible confound in this study.[@b48] SCI subjects were on an average seven years older than controls but this age difference was not significant at the group level. To account for any influence of the latter on our data, we included age as a regressor of no interest in the regression analysis. This means that the relationships reported above cannot be explained in terms of (linear) age-related effects.

Problems with implementations of voxel-based analyses of DTI data have been reported in the literature[@b29] [@b49] These involve image misregistration, tissue specificity and smoothing. The methods used in this study were selected carefully to finesse these problems. Susceptibility induced geometric distortions were minimised using the data acquisition and processing method of Anderson *et al*.[@b24] allowing for a valid linear coregistration between DTI data and T1w anatomical data. As a consequence, it was possible to accurately identify subject-specific WM in the DTI maps using the segmented T1w images.[@b50] Furthermore, subject DTI data could be registered to a standard space using the T1w images with DARTEL (Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration using Exponentiated Lie algebra),[@b28] which has been demonstrated to provide near-optimal anatomical precision.[@b51] In particular, this methodology overcomes some of the problems with registration of DTI data from different subjects. It also provides confidence in the use of objectively defined regions of interest from an anatomical atlas, even for patients whose neuroanatomy differs from healthy subjects. Finally, we used a method to compensate for the tissue-specific smoothing applied to the spatially normalised data.[@b29]

Conclusion
==========

In conclusion, we show that axonal and myelin integrity is reduced in spatially specific areas following traumatic SCI. Crucially, we demonstrate that CST integrity is directly correlated with lower SCA and cortical reorganisation. Future longitudinal studies in larger cohorts of SCI subjects are necessary to investigate whether structural and functional imaging markers can be used to monitor disease progression and the effect of treatments targeting the repair of the injured spinal cord.
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